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He that hath my word, let him speak my word faithfully. 
Jeremiah 23:28 

 

(Ecclesiastes 12:13) 

Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evil days 
come not, nor the years draw nigh, when thou shalt say, I have no 
pleasure in them… Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter: Fear 
God, and keep his commandments: for this is the whole duty of man 
(Ecclesiastes 12:1, 13). 

This Introduction is the first of a short series addressing Solomon’s 
concluding comments to youth in the book of Ecclesiastes. In that this 
January 2020 Advocate issue is the first to be distributed digitally in the 134 
years of the magazine, and since the motivation to distribute it digitally was 
to reach out and engage a wider audience, in particular our 
ecclesias’ younger members and youth, it seemed appropriate to address 
Solomon’s wisdom and counsel to youth, though Ecclesiastes is so very 
meaningful for all.  

Solomon, the third and last king to reign over the united nation of 
Israel, inherited the throne of his father David. As we read in 1 Kings 3, 
Solomon loved the Lord, and when  
he was given the throne God 
offered him the gift of his choice. 
Solomon responded, give therefore 
thy servant an understanding heart 
to judge thy people, that I may 
discern between good and bad... 
God was pleased, responding, 
Because thou hast asked this thing, 
and has not asked for thyself long 
life, neither hast asked riches for 
thyself… but hast asked for thyself  
understanding to discern judgment; 
Behold I have done according to 
thy words: lo, I have given thee a 
wise and an understanding heart; 
so that there was none like thee 
before thee, neither after thee shall 
any arise like unto thee. 
 

Introduction to The Conclusion of the Whole Matter 

What was the purpose 
of the book? In a 
nutshell, it addresses 
the eternal questions 
that men throughout the 
ages have asked and 
sought to understand – 
the purpose of life and 
the problem of human 
happiness and 
fulfillment. 

 

EDITORIAL 
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The book of Ecclesiastes is one of the products of this divinely given 
wisdom recorded and preserved for our learning! What was the purpose 
of the book? In a nutshell, it addresses the eternal questions that men 
throughout the ages have asked and sought to understand – the purpose of 
life and the problem of human happiness and fulfillment. Indeed, what is 
the answer? Is it wealth, knowledge, pleasure-seeking? Solomon 
addresses these very questions in Ecclesiastes, sharing his record of 
experimentation and lessons learned.  

Solomon was clearly passionate about reaching out to youth that 
they might “remember their Creator,” thereby putting them on 
the path to salvation at an early age. Truly, who would be better 
qualified to present such an important treatise? Consider 
Solomon’s qualifications for this responsibility. He had:  

• unlimited resources – all possible avenues to happiness and 
fulfillment were open to him to be explored   

• unlimited wealth – Solomon exceeded all the kings of the earth for 
riches (1 Kings 10:23)  

• unlimited freedom to pursue any avenue he pleased without 
restriction, aided by… 

• the gift of Divine wisdom with which to guide his search and 
interpret his findings 

By today’s materialistic standard, might we not expect Solomon 
to have been the happiest person ever to live? He was rich, wise, 
free from all restraint…he could have and do whatever he wanted. 
Solomon records his efforts for securing happiness through great 
works – his buildings, his gardens and parks, his choirs and 
orchestras, etc. And whatsoever mine eyes desired I kept not from 
them, I withheld not mine heart from any joy; for my heart rejoiced in 
all my labour (2:10). Reflecting on this he continues, And I turned 
myself to behold wisdom, and madness, and folly: for what can the 
man do that cometh after the king? even that which hath been already 
done (vs. 12). The fulfillment Solomon sought was not found within 
these achievements. In addition to the “best-laid plans” and the 
normal frustrations of life, as he grew older he found his 
achievements less satisfying; coming face to face with the fact that 
time and death were the grand controlling factors in men’s lives:  

Then said I in my heart, As it happeneth to the fool, so it 
happeneth even to me; and why was I then more wise? Then I said 
in my heart, that this also is vanity. For there is no remembrance 
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of the wise more than of the fool for ever; seeing that which now 
is, in the days to come, shall all be forgotten. And how dieth the 
wise man? as the fool (2:15-16). 

As Job declared, Man that is born of a woman is of few days, while 
death and the leaving of all one’s property and accomplishments 
behind is inevitable. With Solomon’s understanding of the role of 
God in men’s lives and the reality of death, it was no longer possible 
for him to view man’s happiness and fulfillment as consistent with a 
perishing life and a perishing body! He continues in verse 17, 
Therefore I hated life; because the work that is wrought under the sun 
is grievous unto me: for all is vanity and vexation of spirit.      

Mortal man’s allotted time on the earth is truly of a few days, and 
death is the end for all who experience life’s pursuits and joys. At 
some point in everyone’s life, time and death become the 
overwhelming reality.  

Consider mankind’s life cycle. The body and mind constantly 
change and go through different periods / stages. The major stages of 
the human life cycle may be loosely defined as birth / infancy, 
childhood, puberty, adolescence, adulthood, middle age, senior 
citizen, and finally – dying and death. Each of the stages introduces 
new physical / intellectual / social developments, opportunities, and 
experiences; as well as a modified self-image, self-awareness, and 
discernment. As Solomon recognized, without a vibrant love for and 
commitment to serving God, the influences and pursuits in life could 
very well cause one to neglect, if not abandon their faith.      

In our youthful years, do we not all begin with imagination, 
wonder, and excitement at our prospects for adventure and 
achievement? Are we not “bummed out” when we consider the 
eventuality of it all ending, most of us without having accomplished 
much of what was imagined in our youth, and after what most 
grandparents will assure you is a short lifetime that quickly flies by? 
Of course, many of the dreams and aspirations that we have in our 
youth are overly ambitious: very few young girls actually turn out to 
be princesses, and not many young baseball players make it to the big 
leagues. Still, in this age in Western countries, most enjoy a relatively 
comfortable life, blessed with occupation, food, shelter, and family. 
Yet, blessed lives also end, often suddenly, causing the thoughtful 
person to ask – What is the purpose of life? What has all this time and 
experience meant? Solomon addresses these questions. 
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Solomon tells us, It is better to go to the house of mourning, than to 
go to the house of feasting: for that is the end of all men; and the 
living will lay it to his heart. (Ecclesiastes 7:2) “Laying this to our 
hearts,” dear brethren and young people, is the intended purpose 
– as well as the goal – of this rather unorthodox “introduction” to 
Solomon’s “conclusion of the whole matter.” 

Lord willing, we will examine Solomon’s “conclusions” in two 
successive Advocate issues, turning our attention to the  conclusions’ 
components as listed in Ecclesiastes 12:13: 

• Fear God   

• The Whole Duty of Man    

• Keep His Commandments                                         

        Editor 

 

In our 2020 feature article series we will be examining the last words of 
Jesus, specifically his seven sayings from the cross as well as some of his 
final words before ascending to his Father and his final recorded 
sayings after his ascension. 

Every word and action of Jesus is paramount, and we are given only a taste: 
And there are also many other things which Jesus did, the which, if they 
should be written every one, I 
suppose that even the world 
itself could not contain the 
books that should be written 
(John 21:25). Again, so vital is 
every word of our Lord, and 
how much more those words 
that he chose to leave with his 
followers before his death, 
before his ascension, and 
before the record of inspired 
Scripture was closed up. 
Consider even his first 
recorded words at age twelve 

Introduction: The Sayings of Jesus from the Cross 

In this introduction we    
simply intend to  introduce 
the final sayings of Jesus 
through  themes, 
spotlighting the impact his 
words had on those around 
him at the time...  that we, 
as his disciples, might gain 
from a study of his words.   

 

FEATURE ARTICLE  
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and the effect it had on those who were present. First we are told that he had 
been asking questions of the “doctors” of the law, but unfortunately those 
words are not recorded for us. What we do know is that all that heard him 
were astonished at his understanding and answers. When his parents finally 
found him they were amazed: and his mother said unto him, Son, why hast 
thou thus dealt with us? behold, thy father and I have sought thee 
sorrowing. And he said unto them, How is it that ye sought me? wist ye not 
that I must be about my Father’s business? And they understood not the 
saying which he spake unto them (Luke 2:47-50). 

Of the seven sayings from the cross, only one is 
recorded by multiple Gospel writers, so the chronology 
isn’t clearly apparent. That saying is also the only one 
recorded by Matthew and Mark, which is, My God, my 
God, why hast thou forsaken me? (Matthew 27:46 and 
Mark 15:34) This is followed in both accounts by the 
phrase he cried again with a loud voice; so there appears to 
be more words that follow, though they aren’t recorded by 
Matthew or Mark. Luke and John record the other six 
sayings (three each); so the first two from each writer can 
be eliminated as being his last words, leaving only the last 
two sayings recorded by John and Luke as possibilities for 
his very final words before death. Both are good candidates 
for his final words – It is finished (John 19:30), and, 
Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit (Luke 23:46). 

Similar to Matthew and Mark, Luke also says he cried with 
a loud voice before saying, Father, into thy hands I 
commend my spirit: and having said thus, he gave up the 
spirit. It’s possible that the “crying out” Luke is referring 
to is the It is finished recorded by John, making Luke’s 
account the most likely final words of Jesus. But there are some issues that 
arise that remind us that we cannot be dogmatic about this. John also 
immediately follows his record, It is finished with and he bowed his head, 
and gave up the spirit.  

Which of the Gospel writers were eyewitnesses to the crucifixion? Only 
John that we know of, and so his record may seem more credible as he 
implies these were the Lord’s very final words before dying. But when it 
comes to Spirit-inspired writings, we have no need to place too much 
emphasis on eyewitness accounts. If that were the case, then the entire 
records of Mark and Luke concerning the life of Jesus could easily be 
dismissed, as well as the infant narrative of Matthew since he certainly 
wasn’t an eyewitness to that specific part of Jesus’ life. Critics of the 
accuracy of Scripture do bring up some other questions as well, such as why 
do both Luke and John imply their accounts contains his last words when 
obviously only one of them is correct? Did Jesus end his life quoting from 
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Scripture (Luke’s account) or not (John’s account)? Why don’t Matthew and 
Mark record his last words, or why do three of the Gospel writers say he 
cried out with a loud voice instead of recording those words he cried out? 

We present the following as a likely chronology of his seven sayings 
from the cross: 

1. Father, forgive them; for they know not what they do (Luke 23:34). 

2. Verily I say unto thee, Today shalt thou be with me in paradise (Luke 

23:43). 

3. Woman, behold they son! …  Behold thy mother! (John 19:26-27) 

4. My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?  (Matthew 27:46 and 

Mark 15:34)   

5. I thirst (John 19:28). 

6. It is finished (John 19:30). 

7. Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit (Luke 23:46). 

In this introduction we simply intend to introduce the final sayings of 
Jesus through themes, spotlighting the impact his words had on those 
around him at the time and on those to whom the words were specifically 
directed, that we, as his disciples, might gain lessons from a study of his 
words. Very simply, the themes of each of the above sayings could be 
summed up respectively as mercy, promise, love, trust, desire, triumph, and 
dedication. 

Jesus’ life was spent preaching about his Father and His Kingdom, and 
these examples represent his last direct preaching. Even dying on the 
cross, Jesus spoke words that had a great impact on individual lives. 
Consider the centurion, who after witnessing Jesus on the cross and the 
correlating events (earthquake, etc.) acknowledged, Truly this was the Son 
of God (Matthew 27:54), and also glorified God, saying, Certainly this was 
a righteous man (Luke 23:47). There was also one of the thieves who 
rebuked the other after he mocked Jesus, Dost thou not fear God, seeing 
thou art in the same condemnation? (Luke 23:40) It is later said of him, 
Then came the soldiers, and brake the legs of the first, and of the other 
which was crucified with him (John 19:32). Is this just a simple statement of 
fact that this thief and Jesus were both crucified at the same time, or is it 
possibly a statement about the one thief who believed on and confessed 
Jesus (distinct from the other) that  his old man was crucified with him – the 
description applied to those in covenant with Jesus in Romans 6:6? Lastly, 
consider the impact on the lives of both John and Mary after the tender 
words of Jesus concerning the companionship that was to be shared from 
that point on. 
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If we compare Jesus’ first major preaching effort, known as the 
Sermon on the Mount, with his last preaching effort, we will find a 
perfectly consistent message as he was the living definition of 
“practicing what you preach:” 

 

*A doctrinal lesson can be gained from this as well, as Jesus is consistent 
with his message about his Father’s Kingdom, and the paradise he speaks of 
is the earth, the inheritance of the righteous. 

We can also see the impact his preaching and his message had on 
others, especially upon Paul, to whom he personally spoke and 

Matthew 5 Seven Sayings from the Cross 

Blessed are the merciful: for they 
shall obtain mercy. 

Father, forgive them; for they know 
not what they do. 

Blessed are the meek: for they shall 
inherit the earth.* 

Verily I say unto thee, Today shalt 
thou be with me in paradise.* 

Blessed are they that mourn: for they 
shall be comforted. 

Woman, behold thy son! …  
Behold thy mother! 

Blessed are the poor in spirit: for 
theirs is the kingdom of heaven. 

My God, my God, why hast thou 
forsaken me?   

Blessed are they which do hunger and 
thirst after righteousness: for they 

shall be filled. 
I thirst. 

Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or 
one tittle shall in no wise pass from 

the law, till all be fulfilled. 
It is finished. 

Blessed are the pure in heart: for they 
shall see God. 

Father, into thy hands I commend 
my spirit. 
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appeared. Compare what is believed to be Paul’s final message – his 
second letter to Timothy, and Christ’s last words before his death: 

 2 Timothy 4 Seven Sayings from the Cross 

At my first answer no man stood 
with me, but all men forsook me: I 
pray God that it may not be laid to 

their charge (vs. 16). 

Father, forgive them; for they  
know not what they do. 

Henceforth there is laid up for me a 
crown of righteousness, which the 

Lord, the righteous judge, shall 
give me at that day: and not to me 
only, but unto all them also that 

love his appearing* (vs. 8). 

Verily I say unto thee, Today shalt  
thou be with me in paradise.* 

Only Luke is with me. Take Mark 
and bring him with thee: for he is 
profitable to me for the ministry 

(vs. 11). 

Woman, behold they son!  
Behold thy mother! 

 

Notwithstanding the Lord stood 
with me, and strengthened me; that 
by me the preaching might be fully 

known, and that all the Gentiles 
might hear: and I was delivered out 

of the mouth of the lion (vs. 17). 

My God, my God, why hast 
 thou forsaken me? 

The cloak that I left at Troas with  
Carpus, when thou comest, bring 

with thee, and the books, but  
especially the parchments (vs. 13 

I thirst. 

I have fought a good fight, I have 
 finished my course, I have kept the 

faith (vs. 7). 
It is finished. 

For I am now ready to be offered, 
 and the time of my departure is at 

hand (vs. 6). 

Father, into thy hands I  
commend my spirit. 
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*Again, doctrinally speaking, the comparison is the promised paradise 
associated with Jesus through the phrase “his (Jesus’) appearing.”  He is in 
heaven; we are not going to heaven to appear before him; for he is coming 
back to the earth to judge his servants and set up his Father’s Kingdom.         

We have only briefly considered some general themes concerning Jesus’ 
final sayings from the cross. The articles that follow will certainly expand 
upon these. Of course, Jesus continued to speak (and work) after his  death 
and resurrection, as well as after his ascension. We pray that we will hear 
him speak again soon upon his second advent: words of judgment, victory, 
righteousness and peace. 

Jesus answered and said unto him, If a man love me, he will keep my words: 
and my Father will love him, and we will come unto him, and make our 
abode with him (John 14:23). 

                                                                  Mike MacDonald, Burdett, NY 

Tattoos and Body Piercings 

Question: Is it OK for us as believers to have body piercings or tattoos? 

Answer: This is a very relevant question, especially for our younger 
generations. Years ago, we associated tattoos with sailors, men who drove 
Harleys and the like; and piercings with hippies and the more radical 
elements of our society. Now it is “trendy” for almost anyone to have one or 
both. Many of those that the younger generations look up to have them: 
movie stars, sports heroes, entertainers, even Barbie dolls now have them. 
The American Academy of Dermatology website reports that nearly 
40 percent of those under 30 have a tattoo. The percentages for college 
graduates and professionals are not that different from the rest of society; 
and just as many suburban housewives have them as do men. It has become 
acceptable for almost anyone to have these forms of “body art” with the 
argument that “after all, it is my body.” 

Because tattoos and piercings are so popular and mainstream, it’s a topic 
young people have to deal with and about which they naturally have 

 

 
Readers are asked to submit questions 
to be answered as well as comments 
on previously published answers in 
this section. Questions and comments 
may be sent to:  Ken Wood at question@christadelphianadvocate.org 

Q & A 
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questions. “Is it OK to get a small butterfly tattoo or multiple piercings in 
my ears? Why not a navel ring that people will not see?” Parents may not 
know how best to answer these questions. We then ask: What does the 
Bible say on this subject?  

Relevant Old Testament Passages: The most relevant passage on this 
subject is Leviticus 19:28 where the Law of Moses forbids the practice of 
cutting the flesh and dyeing the skin, You shall not make any cuttings on 
your flesh for the dead, or tattoo any marks on you: I am the LORD (RSV). 
“Cutting the flesh” is also mentioned in 1 Kings 18:28 where the prophets of 
Baal cut themselves in efforts to elicit a response from their god. 
Archeological evidence shows in fact that Canaanites tattooed themselves 
with the names or symbols of their favored gods. Was it idolatry and 
mourning for the dead that God was prohibiting in His injunctions against 
cutting the flesh and dyeing the skin? Is there not a Biblical principle in 
these Old Testament passages, that being – we are not to associate 
ourselves with such practices, period! We can ask that question regarding 
the other practices of many people today that are not specifically forbidden 
in the Scriptures, but which we know are not in accord with the will of God.   

Biblical Principles 

Stewardship: The Apostle Paul clearly addresses this first principle and 
explains why we must be good stewards of our bodies, What? know ye not 
that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit which is in you, which ye 
have of God, and ye are not your own? For ye are bought with a price: 
therefore glorify God in your body, and in your spirit, which are God’s (1 
Corinthians 6:19-20). It is difficult to see how God is glorified in our bodies 
if we choose to have them imprinted with tattoos or implanted with 
piercings that glorify the flesh and the vanity thereof.  

Aside from the spiritual aspect, there are very practical health concerns 
related to these practices and the stewardship of our bodies. Tattoo inks 
aren’t regulated or approved by the FDA and long-term effects are 
unknown. However, there are known health risks according to the Mayo 
Clinic of both tattooing and piercing: allergic reactions, infections and blood
-borne diseases such as Hepatitis B and C. Plus, there are possible long-term 
effects of scarring or disfigurement from piercings. Then, there is the regret 
factor. For various reasons, many people regret their body marking that will 
be there the rest of their lives. What is cool as a teenager will not be the 
same in terms of how we feel about our appearance as a 40-year-old. Over 
time tattoos stretch, fade, and can begin to look bad. And it is a long and 
very expensive process to remove a tattoo, to say nothing of the pain 
involved.  

Modesty: This second principle is addressed by the Apostle Paul in 1 
Timothy 2:9-10, In like manner also, that women adorn themselves in 
modest apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety; not with braided hair, 
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or gold, or pearls, or costly array; but which becometh women professing 
godliness with good works. This passage focuses on women’s modesty, but 
surely the same principle applies to men.  

The word “modest” (Strong’s #2887) literally means “respectable, 
honorable” (proper, moderate, or decent in today’s terms). The idea is that a 
woman is not to adorn (beautify) herself in a way that draws undue attention 
to herself: not overdoing it with flashy clothes, lots of makeup or expensive 
jewelry. Of course, men can also draw undue attention to themselves with 
jewelry and “body art.” Are we drawing attention to ourselves with even a 
small tattoo or nose piercing? Of course we are. 

The word shamefacedness in this passage is actually closer to our modern 
words “modest or shy” (as opposed to shame or embarrassment). And 
sobriety carries the idea of “soundness of mind and self-control.” It speaks 
of a person who is exercising good judgment, which is important when we 
make decisions about “adorning” our bodies. 

Influence on Others: The last phrase in 1 Timothy 2:10 addresses our third 
Biblical principle, which becometh women professing godliness. Do tattoos 
communicate godliness to others? What about a stud in one’s tongue? And 
what do people conclude about a person when they see multiple tattoos and 
piercings? One needs to ask themselves what message are they sending if 
they decide to have any form of body art? Are we giving offense to our 
brother or sister in Christ? This is Paul’s message to the Roman ecclesia in 
chapter 14. He is telling us that we need to be careful about our “liberty in 
Christ” – in how we present and conduct ourselves, what we eat, how we 
esteem one day above another, etc. The same applies to our question at 
hand, For none of us liveth to himself, and no man dieth to himself… So then 
every one of us shall give an account of himself to God. Let us not therefore 
judge one another any more: but judge this rather, that no man put a 
stumblingblock or an occasion to fall in his brother’s way (Romans 14:7,12-
13).   

In Conclusion: Tattoos and body piercings reflect the vanity of the flesh 
and we recommend they be  avoided for the reasons addressed above. We 
have reviewed important Biblical principles addressing the things of the 
world while directing attention to the Almighty’s expectations that we set 
good examples, avoid giving offense, and that we exhibit modesty and 
stewardship of our bodies. The Almighty is seeking sons and daughters 
who are imprinting their hearts with His Word and His will. In answer 
to our question, “Should believers have piercings or tattoos” as forms of 
body art? … we think not. Instead, each of us should have the attitude of 
the Apostle Paul, I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, 
but Christ liveth in me (Galatians 2:20). 

                                                                                           Ken Wood 
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College and Conflict 

For some time now, there has been a steady worry among 
Christadelphians about the negative effects of sending young people 
away to college. There is a fear that once their children or family members 
are living away from home (and/or their ecclesia), worldly influences will 
beset undecided minds and corrupt or complicate an otherwise unimpeded 
trajectory toward embracing scriptural principles and living life in the 
Truth. As a parent, a college instructor, and a college undergraduate, I admit 
that this is a worry of my own. The fears behind a crisis in college are not 
always founded, but the principles and worries that are at play in the subtext 
may actually show broader issues that apply well outside the confines of 
schooling. Before we examine that, let's first address the concern that 
college, as an institution, poses a major risk that perverts the way to life in 
the Truth for young people. 

First, it is difficult not to be concerned when we read headlines about 
troubling events that have transpired at various schools. One recent example 
– Evergreen State College in Washington – was particularly disturbing. In 
that case, activist students in 2017 staged major protests and held faculty 
hostage while they made “social justice demands.” Thankfully, this type of 
event is rare, though increasingly more schools seem to be embracing the 
root philosophies behind events like those at Evergreen. 

Schools often identify with social 
justice and identarian causes as 
righteous crusades for equality. In 
reality, these causes appear to be not 
about equality, but supremacy. These 
ideologies should be of concern to 
every Bible believer since they are 
explicitly anti-theistic, regard all ideas 
within their own sphere as sacrosanct, 
and have many devotees that are 
zealous about harming (professionally, 
socially, or – in some cases – 
physically) those who might disagree 
with them. Even 5 or 6 years ago, this 
worry would have seemed fictional in 
North America, but it is now quite real, 
and we should all be aware of it. 

Still, we should also acknowledge that 
if the dangers of college were equal and 

EXPOSITION 

Make no mistake, 
going to college is a 
deep dive into the 
world, and it is often 
the first truly deep 
dive that young 
adults make. That 
dive does come with 
spiritual dangers of 
which we should all 
be aware. 
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universal, then Christadelphians should rightly avoid all schools of higher 
education in the same way that we avoid adult-only clubs, and suggest that 
students refrain from going to college if at all possible. The intent of going 
to school to learn a trade isn’t a bad one, but if all students that went to 
school were spiritually destroyed by the experience, the original intent 
would not matter (from a religious perspective). However, since that clearly 
isn’t always the case, we must be prepared to admit that the true story is far 
more nuanced than a flat generalization. The reason why it is so difficult to 
truthfully generalize about students going away to school and losing their 
spiritual lives is that there are three major variables in play for the 
duration of that academic event: the school, the student's historical 
preferences, and the student’s spiritual life.  

Schools are not all equal in quality, focus, location or political/religious 
bent. Student bodies of those schools are not equally composed of the same 
sorts of people. Students within one school program (such as nursing) might 
differ greatly in behavior from students in another (such as fine art), because 
those fields attract different demographics with different core interests. 
Teachers of those subjects will also vary for similar reasons. 

Then there are also a host of questions about our hypothetical 
Christadelphian-affiliated student’s personal preferences and history. 
Are they close to parents or 
siblings? Are they living at 
home or in a dormitory with 
roommates? What are the 
roommates like? Does this 
individual handle loneliness 
or isolation well? Are they 
romantically involved, and if 
so with whom? Are they 
employed? How often do 
they work? How well do they 
manage their time? Are they 
physically and mentally 
healthy from a medical 
standpoint?  

Then there are questions 
about personal spiritual 
aptitude. Do they regularly 
do their daily readings? Does 
ongoing Bible study interest 
them? How deeply do they 
comprehend first principles? 
Do they have any doubts that 
they have chosen not to 
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vocalize? Have they ever had to overcome any serious life difficulties or a 
crisis of faith by looking closer at Scripture and / or speaking with others in 
our community? What is their relationship to their ecclesia? Do they pray 
often? Is secular culture a side interest or a driving force in their lives? 

Perplexingly, these are not the only contextual factors in play in the 
destiny of our hypothetical student. There might be as many (or more) 
unknowns as there are known factors at play in the student’s spiritual 
trajectory. Given this information, it is reasonably safe to conclude that each 
college experience isn’t necessarily predictable as a net good or a net evil. 
However, this view of things does put a lot of “ownness” on students for 
their personal behavior. At a time when students may be lonely or simply 
want to blend in and be seen as “normal” by their peers, added external 
pressure may lead to curtailing daily religious habits such as prayer, 
Scripture reading, and speaking to others about their faith.  

Initially, those who forego religious activities may not see many obvious 
changes to their daily lives. However, seemingly small changes can 
quickly yield extraordinary and sometimes irreversible spiritual 
damage that often won’t be noticed until after the fact: 

Without prayer, we lose sight of three intensely meaningful and 
personal gifts. First, refraining from prayer means loss of the reminder 
that we have an ongoing dependency with our Creator – our Father – an 
all-powerful, unchanging, unmovable, righteous and loving God; to 
whom we are too often blind (1 Timothy 6:16). Secondly, we lose the 
reminder of who we are and where we are going in life. Life is brutal 
and difficult at times, and we are often weak and unwise in response. It 
is important that we vocalize our desire for focus, direction, wisdom, as 
well as our faults to God (Psalm 18:6; 57:2; 77:1). Thirdly, we lose sight 
of Christ as a redeemer, a mediator, and the coming King (1 Timothy 
2:5; Hebrews 4; Isaiah 9:6-7). By refraining from meditation on the 
importance of Christ, we reduce his victory and our privileges / hope 
through him to rootless academic concepts. 

In neglecting our daily readings, the scenario becomes darker. Our 
Bibles are the only extant revealed source of God’s Word. Neglecting or 
rejecting that Word denies God a voice in our lives. How can we grow 
in knowledge and faith and be assured of God’s character, plan, and 
purpose if we never read and study the Scriptures? (2 Timothy 3:16-17) 
How can we build any relationship which we do not test or clarify? How 
can we search for wisdom that applies to our own lives today if we 
disregard the greatest source of wisdom and understanding in the history 
of the world? (Ecclesiastes 12:13)   

More dire still is a scenario in which our student in question might feel 
totally isolated from friends or the ecclesia; or who feels that he / she 
has nothing of worth to offer others of faith. (There is a danger in being 
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isolated from a community that is focused on trying to build each other 
up in moral character, spark religious curiosity, while strengthening 
each other against the increasing evil and despair of the world.) We 
must all guard against the danger that our religious identity can be 
transformed into one that is far more humanist in its approach, one 
where all ideas and behaviors are equally acceptable. Those familiar 
with God’s Word will recognize that such a humanistic approach is 
based upon moral cowardice, lies, hypocrisy, and other all too common 
evils, often hiding under the veil of platitudes and weak arguments 
(Proverbs 26:23-26).   

Humanistic groups, religious or social, offer “inclusion” to the lonely, 
and even more … permission to indulge in selfish behaviors at a time 
when our student may feel most “owed” to enjoy them. In the short 
term, trading virtue for vice may feel good – even extraordinary – but in 
the end, this feeling is only the result of a self-serving lie, and tends only 
to indict and ultimately mock those who adopt it when life turns an 
unexpected corner (James 3:13-17). If our foundation is not sure, then in 
times of trial we are at greater risk of failure (Matthew 7:24-27).  

While we cast a stone at humanism, let us also take a close look at our 
own community. It is easy for Christadelphians to adopt similar behaviors 
to the world around us, or act in an elitist fashion when we endeavor to 
protect the Truth or even a strongly held opinion. However, if we are to be 
of true and faithful service to those who might call upon us for help, we 
must adopt the character, conduct, and tone of one befitting a brother or 
sister of Christ (1 Peter 5:2-9).  

We should ask ourselves: are we demonstrating trustworthiness, discretion, 
tone, and character both in our ecclesial and our private lives? Are we doing 
our daily readings, praying, self-examining, and working to correct 
ourselves? Are we keeping free from hypocrisy, keeping alert to and 
addressing current and common problems in our world and in our ecclesia? 
Are we acting mercifully and thankfully, assisting / encouraging those who 
have less or who are alone? Are we searching out work and projects for 
ourselves and those in our ecclesias that might benefit the Christadelphian 
community? We should hold ourselves to the highest standard: the Biblical 
standard – Christ our example (Philippians 2:5-11). That means more than 
passively sitting in an audience of fellow believers. It means nurturing an 
active “good” in our own lives and the lives of others. It means not hoping 
to be in a good ecclesia, but BECOMING the good in an ecclesia without 
being asked.  

An ecclesia or ecclesial member that believes that all necessary Bible study 
and scriptural work has been accomplished, or that all arguments in all 
studies are equally correct, or that there are no new secular dangers to 
defend against, has not been paying attention, i.e., proverbially asleep at  
their post. 
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Our time is short and we do not have a moment to lose in “working out our 
salvation with fear and trembling” (Philippians 2:12). We may not take an 
active role in our ecclesia because we think our opinion isn’t worth much, 
our Bible notes are too shoddy, we don’t always act perfectly, or simply 
because we are afraid to ask questions; but God has a plan  for those who 
seek Him and act rightly and in good faith. Perhaps our own work on our 
imperfections will come in handy for someone who needs us.  

Make no mistake, going to college is a deep dive into the world, and it is 
often the first truly deep dive that young adults make. That dive does 
come with spiritual dangers of which we should all be aware. However,  it is 
only one opportunity in a lifetime of opportunities to experiment and test our 
faith. We are foolish if we think spiritual cancer cannot creep in at any time 
and grow in all of us until it has consumed and perverted our energies 
entirely.  

We would be equally foolish to believe that if it has crept into our lives that 
there is no way out; that somehow God is past forgiving our blindness, or 
that He has no intention for us to heal or joy in the great victory of Christ. 
Christ’s sacrifice was not only for the righteous, but for the sinful who 
rightly cry out to God in their time and recognition of need.  

Our community is small and we would all agree that our young people are 
especially precious to us, but we should all be on our guard to provide them 
a healthy sanctuary from the world. That endeavor must take personal root 
in all of us with conviction and vigor for it to translate into an excellent 
spirit in our ecclesias and Bible classes. Let us work to reflect that right 
spirit, wherever we may be, that we may be of service to each other when 
called upon to build up ourselves as well as the fearful, the faltering, and the 
downtrodden to the best of our abilities (Philippians 2:3-4). 

                                                                    Andrew Johnson, Roselle, IL 

The Least Kept of All God’s Commandments (Part 1) 

If I was to ask you what is the least kept of all God’s commandments, what 
answer would you give? Would it be, “Thou shalt not bear false 
witness” (i.e., tell a falsehood or a lie – “small white lie” or otherwise?); 
would it be “Thou shalt not covet” (i.e., feel resentment, jealousy, or a 
desire to possess what another may possess)? These are possibilities, but I 
think the least kept commandment is more basic. It is what our Lord called 
the “first and great commandment,” You shall love the LORD your God with 

EXHORTATION 
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all your heart and with all your soul and with all your might (Deuteronomy 
6:5 ESV).    

This commandment was initially given to 
the children of Israel after they left Egypt 
and became consecrated as a holy nation to 
the Lord at Mt. Sinai. It is recorded in 
Deuteronomy chapter 6, just after a listing 
of the Ten Commandments in chapter 5. 
Some might argue that this command is not 
universal in its application, but rather 
relates only to the Jewish people, which 
was certainly the case in Old Testament 
times.    

Yet, during the ministry of our Lord, he  
endorsed this commandment as the 
greatest of all the commandments:    

Matthew 22:35-40 ESV – And one of them, a lawyer, asked him a 
question to test him. “Teacher, which is the great commandment in the 
Law?” And he said to him, “You shall love the Lord your God with all 
your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. This is the 
great and first commandment. And a second is like it: You shall love 
your neighbor as yourself. On these two commandments depend all the 
Law and the Prophets.”  

Hence, by default, this command was included in the wider Gospel message, 
and  became a universal commandment applicable to all people, as when our 
Lord told his apostles in Mark 16:15-16  (KJV) – Go ye into all the world, 
and preach the gospel to every creature. He that believeth and is baptized 
shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall be damned. When Paul 
addressed the assembly on Mars Hill in Athens, he stated that this 
commandment was now being extended to Gentiles as well as the Jews. He 
concludes his remarks by saying: 

Acts 17:29-31 (GWV) – So if we are God’s children, we shouldn’t think 
that the divine being is like an image made from gold, silver, or stone, 
an image that is the product of human imagination and skill. “God 
overlooked the times when people didn’t know any better. But now he 
commands everyone everywhere to turn to him and change the way they 
think and act. He has set a day when he is going to judge the world with 
justice, and he will use a man he has appointed to do this. God has 
given proof to everyone that he will do this by bringing that man back to 
life.”  

In verse 30, Paul in effect extends the responsibility to respond to the 
command to love God to all  human beings, as the gospel message spreads 

By default, this 
command was 
included in the 
wider Gospel 
message, and  
became a universal 
commandment 
applicable to all 
people… 
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to them. It is no longer a localized commandment only for Jews. What then 
is implied by this command to love God, and how do we respond to it? 

The first thing that is implied by this command is that you have to know 
just who the God of the Bible is and what He is about. That is why Paul, 
in talking to the Athenian assembly, told them specific things about this 
“unknown” God: 

· He is the God who made the universe and everything in it, and is 

therefore the Lord of heaven and earth. 

· He doesn’t live in shrines made by humans, and He isn’t served by 
humans as if He needed anything – He is self-existent, the First 

Cause. 

·  He gives everyone life, breath, and everything they have – He is the 
Source of life and all living things.  

· From one man He has made every nation of humanity to live all 

over the earth. He has given them the seasons of the year and the 
boundaries within which to live. Hence, He controls the natural 

world and is sovereign over human beings.  

· He has done this so that human beings would look for Him, reach 

for Him, and find Him. In fact, He is never far from any one of us.     

· We live, move, and exist because of Him: we are God’s children.  

The majority of people currently on planet Earth probably know something 
about Israel’s God. After all, Christian missionaries and translations of the 
Bible have now spread a basic message about God to every nation on Earth. 

To be continued … in Part 2 we will explore what things specifically we 
need to know and do to truly love God, and then discuss why the world 
today chooses to largely reject Him. 

                                                                   Richard Farrar, Drumbo ON 

 

How Social Media is Shrinking the Bible 

The following short article from a “Christian” source recognizes and 
addresses a modern day problem associated with Bible engagement and 
technology. Though technology has played a major role in the availability 

SELECTED 
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of the Word of God in ways unimaginable just a generation back, today an 
estimated 50% of Americans read their Bible digitally on computers, 
phones, and Bible apps. In addition, computer programs quickly and 
efficiently present the Bible in multiple translations, readily available for 
reading, copying, and saving with the click of a mouse; while essential tools 
which Bible students depend upon such as concordances, lexicons, 
commentaries, etc. are equally available on line. Yet… what impact has 
technology had on Bible engagement in this digital age? Studies conducted 
by the Barna Group and 
The American Bible 
Society show that there is 
a growing Bible literacy 
problem despite the 
technological 
advantages, concluding, 
“today’s technology is 
doing as much, if not 
more, harm than good to 
overall Bible literacy.” 
Scriptural sound bites 
and snippets necessarily 
reduce not only content, 
but also meaning and 
impact. There is simply 
no replacement for Bible 
study. When one repeatedly reads the Bible with the sincere desire to 
understand and embrace it, one becomes familiar with its themes, its 
teachings, and its contexts. We are admonished to “study to shew thyself 
approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly 
dividing the word of truth” (2 Timothy 2:15). – Editor  

 

 

It turns out that electronic Bible providers are employing “a data-
centric model” which regularly regurgitates those verses which are 
already the most tweeted or shared by their user communities. The 
result is basically a repeating loop of “verse of the day” Bible balm. This 
means those who get their Bible online will receive plenty of I can do all 
things through Christ… (Philippians 4:13), and, For I know the thoughts 
that I think toward you, saith the LORD, thoughts of peace… (Jeremiah 
29:11), but not so much of the rest of the Bible. Apparently no one is 
intentionally choosing a wide selection of verses to more adequately convey 
the wider range of biblical teaching…  

The prognosis is not good… the less-than-hopeful question: “Does this 
mean that we lose out on doctrinal or propositional input into our Bible 
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reading online”? And if we do put more than therapeutic Bible verses out 
there, will they all merely land on “deaf ears, blind eyes, and dead screens”? 
The concern is appropriate. Constantly engaging Bible verses that make me 
feel good is perilously close to turning the Bible into a prophet that tells me 
only what I want to hear. This is the kind of prophet the real prophets 
warned us about. But is simply adding more verses – propositional ones – to 
the playlist really the solution? Isn’t there a deeper problem here? 

Exposure to a wider variety of Bible verses might offer me more than 
therapy, but the entire approach is still based on providing would-be 
Bible readers little more than a morsel. The bigger issue is that we can’t 
rely on tweets, Facebook posts or “verse of the day” deliveries to our 
inbox to fulfill the promise of Bible engagement. 

The social media channel as a communication medium has built-in 
limitations. The Bible itself is so much more than a collection of verses, so 
much richer than a sourcebook of one-liners… The Holy Scriptures are a 
gathering of complete literary works, meant to be read as a whole. These 
books come together to tell a story that can only be taken in, understood, and 
lived if it is fully encompassed, apprehended at length, and deeply 
embraced. Sound bites can’t do this. A constant diet of atomized fragments 
is a disservice to the Scriptures that God gave us. Let us rather respect and 
read the Bible holistically. Let us honor the Word of God by giving it our 
time and full attention. 

We don’t need a shrinking Bible delivered to us with a diminished set of 
expectations. May we rather welcome back a full-sized Bible – the stories, 
wisdom, instruction, and visions overflowing with all that God has for us 
and all He expects of us. Words to encourage and inspire us, yes: but also to 
instruct, correct, and welcome us wholly into this long and winding 
narrative that in the end leads us where we need to go. Only the complete 
Bible can do this. So read big. 

This article originally appeared on InstituteForBibleReading.org. under the 
title “Verse of the Day ‘Therapy’ is Shrinking the Bible,” October 10, 2018. 

Letter to the Editor  
                   

Dear Editor,                  

I would like to comment on the article “Jacob or Israel?” in the June issue. I 
always like reading items that our predecessors have written. This article 
followed the usual take on the subject of Jacob, that he and his mother tried 
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to rush the fulfillment of the Word of God when God said that “the elder 
shall serve the younger.” I would like to give a slightly different view on the 
subject. 

First, when Esau sold his birthright to Jacob for a meal he did so willingly. 
We’re told that Esau was “faint” (Genesis 25:29) due to hunger, indicating 
that he was “at the point to die” (vs. 32). Now if he was really about to die 
from hunger, I dare say that one meal may not have revived him. However, 
we are told that after eating, Esau “rose up and went his way,” and, “thus 
Esau despised his birthright” (vs. 34). The center margin renders the 
statement “at the point to die” as the Hebrew “going to die.” That puts a 
little different light on the whole episode. Perhaps Esau knew that in the end 
he would die, so the birthright was worthless? Jacob, however, didn’t see it 
that way. He was aware that the promises given to Abraham and his father 
Isaac held the key to eternal life. 

As to the deception concerning the “blessing,” I see it this way. Isaac would 
have known of the message from God to his wife Rebekah that “the elder 
shall serve the younger” (25:23). Still, Scripture says that “Isaac loved Esau, 
because he did eat of his venison” (25:28). Isaac appeared intent upon 
giving the blessing to Esau instead of Jacob. Rebekah knew that this was not 
in accordance with the plan of God and took steps to rectify the situation. 
Now probably she should have reminded Isaac that the blessing from God 
was to be given to Jacob. However, she chose to deceive Isaac instead. Was 
she wrong to do this? Of course! When Esau came with venison and Isaac 
realized his mistake, he “trembled very exceedingly.” Isaac then said, 
“where is he that hath taken venison, and brought it to me, and I have eaten 
of all before thou camest, and have blessed him? yea and he shall be 
blessed” (27:33). Isaac realized his error, and even though Jacob had 
deceived him. He said, “and he shall be blessed.” There is no record of Isaac 
reprehending Jacob for his deception, but at the suggestion of Rebekah, 
Isaac sent Jacob away with the blessings of Abraham. When Jacob came to 
Beth-el, He received the blessings from God in a vision. God said, “I will 
not leave thee, until I have done that which I have spoken to thee 
of” (28:15). 

Jacob's life was full of trouble, but we are not told that God brought the 
trouble on him because of what he had done in regard to his brother Esau. 
Though he likewise was deceived by his uncle Laban in the case of Leah 
and Rachel, and also had his wages changed ten times, he nonetheless at the 
word of God left with wives, children, servants, and many sheep. Also, Esau 
it seems, recognized that Jacob was the rightful possessor of the blessings 
for he moved away to the east, and left Jacob in the land promised to 
Abraham, Isaac, and himself.  

My view on the subject is: I don’t view Rebekah’s and Jacob’s actions as a 
determination to “rush” the fulfillment of God’s purpose, but rather as a 
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ORLANDO, FL – The Central Florida meeting enjoyed a study weekend at 
the Silver Springs Park the first weekend in October. The theme was the 
Kingdom, and our effort addressed questions leading to discussion from our 
young people. We hoped to answer questions they might have about the 
details relating specifically to them when Christ returns and begins to 
establish his rule in Jerusalem. Friday night was a general introduction 
followed by s’mores around the campfire. Saturday began early with three 
classes on the front porch of one of the park cabins. Following lunch, there 
were 25 people of all ages who enjoyed a ride on the beautiful, spring-fed 
Silver River in a glass-bottom boat. After Sunday morning service, we 
broke camp and headed home feeling that all were edified. Thanks to our 
out of town visitors, Brother Ray and Sister Laura Braden, Sister Linda 
MacDonald, Sister Lindsay Hamlin with baby James, and Sister Leslie 
Wood. We appreciated your participation and support. 

                                                                                     Daniel Stanton 

response to the pronouncements the angel made to Rebekah regarding the 
“two nations / two manner of people” to proceed from her, and that the 
“elder shall serve the younger” (their faith and commitment to that outcome 
having been reinforced by Esau having despised his birthright). Anyway 
that’s how I see it.   

Yours in the Hope of Israel, Brother Larry Fultz. 

Editor Comment: The editor and the Advocate Committee appreciate 
hearing from subscribers wishing to comment or elaborate on published 
articles (in this case, the article “Jacob or Israel” appearing in the June 
2019 Advocate (a “From Our Past” article penned by Brother John 
Owler;  initially published in the June 1919 Christadelphian Advocate 
and Fellow-Labourer).  

 ECCLESIAL NEWS 

News items must be received no later than six weeks prior to the 
intended issue. Ecclesial news may be sent to Sister Kathy 
Washeck at kwasheck@hotmail.com. Ecclesial news is also 
posted on a password-protected section of The Christadelphian 
Advocate’s website. The current password is ecclesia. The 
website is www.christadelphianadvocate.org. 
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“And at that time shall Michael stand up, the great prince which standeth 
for the children of thy people: and there shall be a time of  
trouble, such as never was since there was a nation even to that 
same time” (Daniel 12:1). The snippets below reflect upon signs of the 
times to inform and give warning of the trials and dangers to believers in 
this “time of trouble.” Let us be aware of the growing threat to our faithful  
“endurance to the end,” that we might prepare ourselves to act and respond 
wisely when tempted or confronted.  

  

Americans Have Little Confidence in Religion, Congress, and the News 
Media: Gallup first conducted their “Confidence in Institutions” poll in 
1973. Americans have very little confidence in organized religion, Congress 
or news from the TV, Internet, or newspapers, according to the latest 
Confidence in Institutions poll. 

Only 38% of Americans said that they had a “great deal” or “quite a lot” of 
confidence in the church or organized religion. Conservatives and 
Republicans showed more confidence with 52% and 48% confidence 
respectively. Liberals and Democrats showed less confidence with  31% of 
Democrats and 21% of liberals expressing confidence. From 1973 to 1985, 
American confidence in organized religion was higher than confidence in 
any other institution at above 60%. A sharp fall in confidence in organized 
religion (down to 45%) was recorded in 2002 when an expose was 
published by the Boston Globe revealing that Catholic Church leaders had 
been aware of serial sex abuse by priests and didn’t take strong action.   

Confidence in Congress has consistently been relatively low and this year 
that trend continued with only 11% of Americans expressing a “great deal” 
or “quite a lot” of confidence in Congress. 

Confidence in newspapers also ranked low in 2019, with only 23% of 
Americans expressing a “great deal” or “quite a lot” of confidence in print 
media. Only 20% expressed confidence in TV news, and only 16% 
expressed confidence in Internet news. 

The criminal justice system and big business also have low-confidence 
ratings, with only 24% of respondents expressing confidence in the criminal 
justice system and 23% of respondents expressing confidence in big 

AS THE DAY APPROACHES 
Readers are invited to send items of interest for this 
section directly to the Editor at the address or email 
on the inside front cover.  
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business. Americans expressed the strongest level of confidence in the 
military (73%), small business (68%) and police (53%), continuing a trend 
of majority levels of confidence in those three institutions for the past two 
decades. 

                                                                   Jerusalem Post, July 14, 2019 

Comment: This loss of confidence is but another confirmation that we 
are living in the time of the end. As Jesus prophesied, “And there shall 
be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars [governmental 
authority; ecclesiastical authority; princes / governors] and upon the 
earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves [the 
people and nations in rebellion] roaring (Luke 21:25).  

Giant Statue of Molech Now Sits at the Entrance to the Colosseum in 
Rome – A gigantic statue of a pagan Canaanite deity known as “Molech” 
has been erected at the entrance to 
the Colosseum. In ancient times, 
those that served Molech would 
sacrifice their children to him. 
Now a massive statue of this 
pagan idol is the centerpiece of a 
new “archaeological exhibition” 
at the Roman Colosseum (the 
same Colosseum where countless 
numbers of Christians were 
martyred for their faith). What 
makes this even more shocking is 
that the Colosseum is controlled 
by the Vatican.  

The following comment from Breaking Israel News (11-7-2019) reads, 
“There is no way that such a thing could be done without permission from 
the highest levels of the Vatican. The Colosseum of Rome is owned by the 
Vatican, specifically the Diocese of Rome, also called the Holy See. If 
anyone wants to do anything there, they must get permission from the office 
of the Diocese of Rome. This exhibition, called ‘Cathargo: the immortal 
myth’ could not be held there unless permission was granted at  high levels.”  

In Jeremiah 32:35 we are told that the people of Israel began worshipping 
Molech as they fell away from the Lord, And they built the high places of 
Baal, which are in the valley of the son of Hinnom, to cause their sons and 
their daughters to pass through the fire unto Molech; which I commanded 
them not, neither came it into my mind, that they should do this abomination, 
to cause Judah to sin. In Leviticus 18:21, the people of Israel are specifically 
warned against sacrificing their children to this idol, And thou shalt not let 
any of thy seed pass through the fire to Molech, neither shalt thou profane 
the name of thy God: I am the Lord. 
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Over the past few years, there seems to have been a concerted effort to put 
up symbols from ancient pagan religions in key locations all over the 
globe. This includes erecting the “arch of Baal” in both Washington D.C. 
and New York City in 2016. 

                                               Prophecy News Watch, November 11, 2019  

Comment: There’s a modern movement to honor as well as embrace 
witchcraft and pagan deities, resurrecting religious practices of idolatry 
and superstition centered around the polytheistic, nature worshipping 
religions of pre-Christian Europe. A significant portion of today’s pagan 
converts were raised in Christian families. By embracing the title “pagan” 
these converts express their break from Christianity, though it’s 
uncertain just what the allure to adopt idolatry and superstition may be.  
Modern day practicing pagan sects of various orders are associated with 
such practices as worshipping nature, chanting, dancing, spells, 
sacrifices, festivals, etc.  (see Wikipedia – Modern Paganism)   

154 Nations Reject Israel’s Biblical Connection to the Temple 
Mount: The United Nations gave preliminary approval for a resolution that 
calls the Temple Mount by its Muslim name exclusively – Haram al-Sharif. 
The resolution passed at the UN’s Fourth Committee in an overwhelming 
turn-out of 154-8. The vote 
featured 14 abstentions as well as 
17 absences. It was one of eight 
Anti-Israel resolutions approved 
last week. An expected 15 more 
anti-Israel resolutions are 
anticipating approval as well. 
Only Israel and the United States 
voted against all eight 
resolutions, although Australia, 
Canada, Guatemala, Marshall 
Islands, Micronesia, and Nauru 
joined them in voting against the 
Jerusalem texts. All of the twenty-eight EU member states backed the 
resolution… The Acting US Deputy Representative to the United Nations 
responded to the resolution saying, “We are disappointed that despite 
support for reform, member states continue to disproportionately single out 
Israel through these types of resolutions.” She added, “it is deplorable that 
the United Nations – an institution founded upon the idea that all nations 
should be treated equally – should be so often used by member states to treat 
one state in particular, Israel, unequally.” 

                                             Breaking Israel News, November 18, 2019 
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The subject of our lecture tonight is one of vast importance to all who are 
concerned about a future life. There are many in these times who rock 
themselves to sleep with the idea that it makes no difference what we 
believe doctrinally, if we only do what we deem right in the way of living an 
honest life and being good citizens, the matter of our belief matters but little 
– if anything – one way or another. This is a very mischievous theory 
because it is a plausible one – one that can be used as a cloak for all the 
pernicious, heretical dogmas, which are found in the creeds of the churches 
of the nineteenth century. 

It simply amounts to this: that it makes no difference whether we believe 
God or disbelieve Him, whether we regard His revelation to man as a 
revelation of truth or a declaration of 
falsehood. To assume that salvation may be 
obtained by one’s own works, or goodness, is 
to predicate the obtaining of salvation upon 
self-righteousness – upon works without faith, 
thereby giving the glory to the flesh which 
belongs to God. If salvation depends upon 
works regardless of faith and doctrine, then it 
may pertinently be asked, Why was it 
necessary for God to send His Son into the 
world to suffer and die for man’s redemption? 
If belief were a matter of indifference, and the 
gaining of a future life depended simply on man’s sincerity and morality, 
surely these should have been sufficient to secure the great redemption that 
is believed to have been brought about by the Son of God passing through 
an ordeal of suffering that ended in his death upon the cross. In that case, 
however, the great work performed by our Savior is rendered valueless, 
being merely a work of supererogation [superfluous].  

The fact is, as abundantly revealed in the Scriptures of Truth, God requires 
men to believe Him as the first step toward reconciliation. He will not 
bestow His blessings upon men who will not believe His word. “He that 
believeth,” says the Savior, “and is baptized shall be saved, and he that 
believeth not shall be condemned.” The Gospel then is that which is to be 
believed. But what is the Gospel? This is a question that can only be 
answered by the Scriptures…  

“The Purpose of God in the Earth” (a lecture by Thomas Williams) 

reprinted in Selected Works of Thomas Williams 

The Purpose of God in the Earth 

But when they believed Philip preaching the things concerning the 
kingdom of God, and the name of Jesus Christ, they were baptized, 

both men and women   (Acts 8:12). 


